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LAYERS ON AI?

AIRPLANE WING IN YRI!E I’LIGHl?*

By J. S#~per
.“

SUMMARY

This re~ort describes the equipment and method devel-
oped for recording the boundary layers on” the surface of
an airfoil in free flight. The results are in close agree-
ment with the wind- tu-nnel tests of other experimenters.
The intensity of the turb?~lent boundary layer, even at the
much higher Reynolds Nv.rnbersroached, is determinable with
Grusckwitzt s forrxuls.s, although it WO,S impossible to defi-
nitely esta.blisk a direct relationship %etween the turbu-
lent boundary layer and tilo Reynolds lJum”D6rwithin the lim-
its of tho obtained accuracy. The o“~servations on the
transition from iarninar to turbulent flow chock with prcmi-
ous wind-tunnel tests and calculations

The investi~at)ons undertaken recently with a view to
a ‘complete mathematical solution of the characteristics
of an airfoil appear very promising (reference 1) s Admit-
tedly, the Totential theQry affords data on the pressure
distrilmtion, and. .co’nsequeiltlythe lif’t values which are
too high compared.to experiment (reference 2?). Ilut the
drag, .t.tiedecrease iq lift due to .dr+g, and the ~r~~~-a~aY
of the flow is contingent upon the inclusion of the fric-
tional influence on the airfoil, since the frictional phe-
nomemz occur within a layer Adjacent to the wing; that is~
within the so-called boundary layer~ Outsido of this layer
the potential theory retains its validity. Several oxper-.

—- ————-.—-..—-----—---.- —..————..-——.--.-——-.--— -—---.—...---- ——------ .--— .--—.-—--——--—-...——.--

*“Untersuchur~f; vo-n Roilnmgsschicfi.ten ar~ fliegenden l?lug-
Zeug;” Luftfahrtforschung, May 15, 1934, pp. 26-32-
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imental investigations of the boundary layer on model wings
have already been made. ,Thus, Van der Hegge Zijnen (refer-
ence 3) explored the velocity d,istr”ihution adjacent to an
airfoil of 0.5 meter chord with a hot-wire anemometer; Fage
and I’alkner (reference 4) studied the intensity of friction
on the surfac.,eof a symmetrical wing section’ (1.008-meter
chord) with total head tubes of different types. Grus ch-
witz (reference 5) made measurements on an airfoil of 0.4
m chord and developed several formulas for the determina-
tion sf turbulent frictional layers. ..

In connection with the cited investigations, it seemed
very interesting to follow up the processes of the %oundary
layer on an airplane wing in free flight, as already at-
tempted %y Curio (reference 6). Using ten dynamic pressure
tubes which could be shifted along a wing section, he es-
sayed to’determine the velocity distribution near the wing.
And while these experiments afford a picture of the trend
of the boundary layer, the accuracy is, however, such as
to preclude any extensive deductions.

!The object of the present investigation was to obtain
accurate and unquestionable data on the behavior and prop-
erty of the boundary layer on the wing of an airplane in
flight, to establish the transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow attitude, together with, any eventual direct in-.
.te,rdependence between turbulent frictional layer and”
‘“Reynolds Number, and lastly, to check the conventional
theoretical mathematical methods for analyzing boundary
layers against the experimental data.

Test Arrangement

The air,plaile was a Klemm 10’W-Wiilg CCiilt~leVCr monoplane,
typo .L 26 Va, of 13 m span, powered with a 11O horsepower
Argus Oilg”i:le. The speed range is 90 to 165 km/h (55 to
102 m.p~h.). The experimental equipmeilt (fig. 1) included
a total-’head.tubo a, electric motor b, worm gear c,
nut d, spindle 0, contact plate f, signal lamp g,
guide rails h, arid rubber packing i. Excepting the to-
tal-head tube a, the entire apparatus is mounted within
the wing. The total-head tube is of steel with 0.7 mm
outside and 0.5 mm inside diameter; the test or,ifice is
flattened to an ellipse, whose small axis (0?3 mm inside
diameter) is perpendicular to the surface of the wing.
The total-head tube is controlled,by electric motor b,
which drives nut d over the double worm gear c. One
complete revolution of d raises the spindle e o~f+ mm;
———— -——————— -—-.—,—..————————— a—-—— -.——.—.--————--————--.-—————--—-.————
(m X 39.37 =. in.) (mm X .03937 = ‘in.)

,.
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hy reversing the motor, the spindle may be lowered accord-
ingly , T-he head o-f the spi-ndle carries the totia.1-head
tube a. A contact plate ,f on the nut d gives a light
signal g for every half retiolution!. ,The”whole set-up
slides on rails h and may be clamped at any place. The
rails h were rigidly fastened to the plywood wing cover-
ing to insure constant dista,nce between the test point of
the total-head tube and the surface of the wing. Before
each measurement the apparatus “was moved in the desired
position, the total-head tube pushed through the opening
in the wing and screwed tight to the head of the spindle.
The opening was sealed with a rubber gasket i, although
comparative tests with and without. i showed no measura-
ble differences - probably on account of the very minute
clearance (0.2 to 0.4 mm). The unused holes were plugged
with plasticize. The tesk section was placed so as to be
sheltered from the slipstream and ailerons (fig. 2). To
avoid a c’hange in profile due to aerodynamic forces, the
wing was co,vered with plywood for a width of 1.10 m, as
seen in the figm.re. The surface was made as smooth as
possible and covered witil a cloth when not used, to pre-
vent dust from collecting on it. The electric motor and
the dynamic pressure were controlled and recorded from the
observers seat (fig. 3); a shows the uneven U-tube ma-
nometers, filled with alcohol, b the Cardan suspension.
The vibrations caused by the motor were damped by suitable
rubber mountings. The period for setting the manometers/
was about 10-20 seconds. At c the tot-al-head tube may.
be attached to the lor~g or, short manometer; the switches
for the motor and the signal lamps are at d. The current
was supplied from a 6-volt storage” battery in the baggage
hold.

Test Procedure

It was necessary to fly at constant dynamic pressure
and at a certain altitude. The dynamic pressure was re-

. corded with a Bruhn venturi tube. The inertia of this in-
strument at the beginning of the preliminary test induced
oscillations a-~out the desired dynamic pressure valve due
to over-control, but an arbitrary ‘Jdamp ing” in the control
movements finally rendered a constant dynamic pressure
record possible for a longer period. With increasing prac-
tice, it was then possible to raise the accuracy and con-
sta-ncy of the dynamic-pressure recorder to the required
degree (+0.5 perce~lt). .

WA ..
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The momentary fltght altitude was so defined that all
flights were executed in constant air density

(p.= 0.110 ~g%. With allowance for the dependence of
~:,,:,ontemperature and barometric pressure b, a value of
,.~:.fl.,,c,culdbe ascribed to each flight as criterion for the
f+igl+t altitude. The b value was determined and main-
ta,in.+.with a standard, but appropriately modified aneroid
baro.m&ter* moun’ted in the pilotls cockpit. The response
of this instrument to ‘height changes made it at the same
time usable as rate-of-climb meter to insure exact level
flight at the desired height.
.,.-

The test flights were made in perfectly &till weather,
very early in the morning and late in the evening. At the
beginning of the experiment the measurements were repeated
on the :sai~e test point .until the reproducibility of the
figures within the obtainable limits of accuracy had been
proved. This and other similar preliminary experiments
made for ,closer cooperation between observer and pilot,
which is of pa.ranount importance for the quality of the
measurements.

The test series comprised four different speed meas-
Ureinents on each hole. In the, suction-”side experiments
no visible change in the surface was observed; neither
was the total-head tube bent by thb aerodynamic forces.
Tor the thic’ker boundary layers, a longer total-head tube
was employed, reinforced in the stem and mado rosistont to
bending by a soldered-on metal strip. The static pressure
over tl.e wing profile was determined on pressure orifices.
According to experiments made there is no noticeable change
of static pressure i-n the observers cockpit as a result of
the flow about the fuselage. Moreover, such an effect
would be of no significance for the study of boundary lay-
ers because of its disappearance with the formation of dif-
ferences. (See below. ) The tightness of the pressure re-
corder was checked frequently during the experiments. Any
measurement which appeared to be in tho least doubtful,
was repeated. TO insure flight at the same Ca, it was
necessary to avoid any change in the useful loading (fuel
capacity$ etc.).

With these precaution:, no undue scatter of the ve-
locity profiles was anticipated.
——--—..——__A&____________________________ __________________________...
*Kindly supplied by the 1?. Lambrecht Co. , G~ttingen.

4,..
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<. ..,,,
Evaluation of the Tests,,...,, ,,..

..

dotation

development of airfoil; foremost point of’profile is
null point.

ordinate perpendicular to upper surface of wing.

velocity in boundary la”yer.

velocity outside of “’boundary layer.

speed of airplane relative to still air.

pressure in undisturbed air stream.

dynamic pressure of undisturbed air (=} U:).

difference in static pressure relative to pressure
in und.isturbecl air stream (in olserverts cockpit).

difference in total head relative to pressure in ui~-
disturbed air stream (in o%serverls cockpit).

height of momentum of boundary layer (. J5 L!+!Z dy ).
0

form parameter (reference 5, etc.).

wing chord (= 180 cm).

kinematic viscosity \%O.165 cm2/s).

lift, coefficient of airfoil at point of test section.
,.

dynamic pressure otitside of bonnda.ry layer (y ~ U2).

difference in total head at point Y=& relative to
pressure in the undisturbed air stream.

The test program included four series I, II, III, and
at. 100, 120, 140, and 160 km/h sneeds. The venturi

tube and the indicating instrument we~e calibrated in the
wind t~nilel to oltain the true speeds U@ for these series
of measurements. The wing-flow effect on the recording of
the instrument was” allolved for (reference 6). The final
rosnlts are aunendod in talle 1.
—— _______________-.._..,____........_.,_______________________________ ___ .__..._
(cm ~ ““:.3937 = m.). (cm2/s X .1550 = sq. in./sec.) ‘

(km/h X .62137 = mi. /hr.)

‘.j&
Ill 1111111Ill I 1111I Ilmlll I 1111
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Test ,
series

—...——— ——---

.1
11

111
IV

——_— .-—....—.—..

.. .-- —.----. ,-..--.--. ——.-...--—

U*,
. . .—_____-T _--— ----------

hil/li , ‘

L
m/s

----------- ..-.-. —_-——.—.---.—..-
96.6 26.84

118.2 33.2
140.5 39.0
161.0 44.7

.————_—_—. -——.-—-— ---

,...————....----
Urnt—---
~

106

—----- —— -- —-

2.82
3.62
4.26
4.88

.-—-.—-..-—--

------- -— -— —-- -

c&

:“
qo

kg/m2
.-—-—-— — ---—— —--

0.91 39.6
0.55 60.7
0.40 83,8
O*31 110, Q ~~

.-———.-——- .---——--

!i!hevclue of g
.

was determined with the venturi tube.’
It changes to. .q. outside of the boundary layer. The fact
that the dyua.mic pressure q. in a test series is the same
‘?.t any point outside of the boundary layer is an advantage
The limit of ,the bonildary layer, rather than being indi-
cated by g when it lecomes constant, is exact ly shown
with the reaching of the value q. , which is known for”
every test series.

The relation is: !W+p= g””’
2

and with’
...

the velocity distributicm, in the boundary layer becomes:
.

1
~..—

u ~ -P..-= - -—.-—.
um qo

The values of G-, ~, and q. are known from the measura-
.m,ents~ The course of the static pressure P/!lo across
the wing section is sl?own in fi[;ui?e4. The comparatively
smooth prcs~uro justifies the assumption that the aerody-
namic forcos ‘have not disturbed the contour of the air-
foil. The recorded velocity profiles of the boundary lay-
er are illustrated iilfigures 5~ 6) 70 and 8* Upwardly
the velocit~ u, made nondimensional hy the flight” speed
u is plotted against the y ordinate, which is ,nor-
m~i to the surface of the airfoil, The first profiles on
the sv.ction side are laminar, followed by transition to
the t~~pical turbulent velocity profiles. The first pro-
file in the test series 11, 111, and IV is lami~-r in
the pressure-sido measuremc~r.ts. In series I, this test
orifice did not afford sufficient accuracy, due probably
to the nearness of the stagnation point.
--—-———- —_.-&,—___~+——.....-.-—..---—————..-—.-—-.....—-—---------——— -—-----.---——

(m/s X 3;28083’= ft*/sec~) ~{kg/~2 X •204~18 = lb-~/sti=ft’s)
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The Lamiilar TurbuIeut Transition
. . .

.. The-t-r.a-nsit.i.on point at ...th.esucti~.n side is in very ‘
close agreement with the wind-tunnel experiments. (refer-
ences .3, 4, and 5). The transition’ occurs at ‘about 0.1 to
“0.3 .t from the leading edge o: the airfoil. The assump-
tion that turbulence s$arts in direct proximity of the

‘“”fiose‘of !he wing (reference 8), hold,s only for very rough
estimation. This fact should under no, circu~stances be ‘
ignored in the analysis of the boundary-layer effect on
the wing characteristics. The measurements are also com-
patible with the”hitherto numerical-theoretical investiga-
tionson the transition”point. ‘The Reynolds Numbers of the

( ‘~x~aLd’] (reference la) lie in the, i’railsition R = –- –v––
/

range given by Grusch,Witz (reference 9)’ between 250 and
650- The transition point changes very little from one.
test series to the next. A. smaller angle of attack would
shift it to the rear, whereas the higher Reynolds Number
(Umt/U) shifts it forward. In the test series with in-
creasing velocity t’he transition point shifts slightly

‘for~fard.

The poi~t of transition on the pressure side was un-
fortunately not accurately determinable lecause the loca-
tion of the front spar did not permit suitable shifting
of the ‘apparatus. ‘Uowever, the records for the pressure
side do show that at the usual angles of attack the tran-
sition occurs sooner t-ban on t’he suction side.

An extensive investigation on. the mechanism of lami-
nar burbuleni t~r”an.siti.on,its” dependence, on..the pressure
and the Reynolds N.umb6r .is uqd’er way, in ,which the pres-
ent data are to be utilized.

Comparison between Measurement and Analysis

“ It seemed of interest to’ compare these test data ”with
Grusc’hmitz~s formulas for turbulent boundary layers (ref-
a~eilce 5). He used two parameters:: ‘8, a tiri.terion for
the” boundary-layer thickness, afid ~, a critsrion”’’for th6
profile form. From momentum theory and experitients, he
evolvtidtwo- d.ifferen~al equations which afford $’ and ,~
for a given pressure and an initial. value of 8. “H. Schmid-
bauer’ (unpublished report) explored the effect of the cuiva-
ture. However, the effect,may be ignored in this compari-
son, as im the present measurements the profile portions

.. .. .. .,... ,,
.,.:., . ..-.. ... . .,” ‘~

.:. .

.
;.

, .
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along which the flow is turbulent, are s~fftciently ‘flat.

.. . For comparison, we analyzed the pressure record math-
,ema$ically, the initial ~ values also .,b.eingtaken from
‘the ‘records. The result is shown in’ftgure 9. The open
r~ng”s‘are’the measured ~ values, the dots the measured
~ ,values. The solid-line curves are defined conformably
toGruschWi,tzls, method (reference 5). The accord between
th~”re.corded points and the computed curves is mutually
comfiat’ib,le”“with th-e exception of the last two test points
oh’”the’’:su”ctio~side, aq.d”the last one ~n’the Pressure sideo
l?o.r”’lac”$,-of,space, then-test apparatus had to be mounted on
“the ‘outside (fig. 10). Despite the faired housing B,
this protuberance produced a dead air space which, with
pres$u”re changes, gains in effect on the boundary layer
(spl~t-flap effect) .

,.
Effect of Reynolds Number on the Turbulent Ilou@dar”y Layer

“.’”:Indirectly, the Reynolds ~umber has a profound.effect
on tbe transition from laminar to turbulent flow and
through it on the boundary layer. Gruschwitz found no def-
inite direct effect in his measurements He plotted
..,. .’

t$d~l,., ,. - .——-
q dx r,,,.,

ag”airist the profile parameter T and obtained the straight
line of figure 11. The dots are detc~mined from the pres-
ent measurements. l?he corresponding Reynolds Numbers

( ‘~x~ a~x~’) are given in table 11.R =—— ———
v /

TIke inaccurate measurements near the trailing edge
were ignored. There is no systematic scatter according to
Reynolds Numbers. But according to I?ikuradsers very pre-
cise and extensive measurements of turbulent flows in wa-
ter (reference 10)j there-is, even if only slight, a di-
rect effect of the Reynolds Number on the turbulent bound-
ary layer. Still, }t seems that in measurements in ai-r
(cf. Gruschwitz, Stuper) this process”is overshadowed bY

, other effects (change in degree bf roug~ness~ in the rid-’
ture of the flowing air stream, etc.). ‘Figure 11 shows
the present measurements to compare very ~~~orably with
the hitherto 9xperinental results~ The greater scatter is
“’due to the groa~er difficulty in removing sources of”biro?
in free flight than in wind-tunnel experiments.

,.

., -,,:,:. !,
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TA311E 11
----- ——— ——— —_——— ____________ ____ .-___.._...-___..___—,________

Test series I 1 Test series .11
—---- ——

n
—-—-———
0.519
0,546
0 ● 581
0.528
0.511
0 ● 530
0 ● 500
0,482
-— ———--.,

.—_—_... -—__..-

q dx
--—-.-———_._—-

0 .0GO04
0.00026
0.00058
0.00013

-0.00006
0.00000

-0.00010
-0.00008

-—————_______

--i---------”--—.----_-

I
--—..—_-—-—

1325 0.556
‘2637 0,550

4180 0. 5?0
461 0.569

1054 0.537
1170 0.510
1800 0.526
2261 0.531

--——.---..—.————— -.-—-

.:-_— .- —.+---- ___
& dgl- ---
q ax

l————--— ——-.
o .?0’041
0,00027
0,00056
0000040
0.00021
0.00002
O* OOOGO
0.06013

.—..-.-—.-—..-——...-

,—-—. .-—

R

,——---—
1074
2921
4.775
12’74
1495
1838
2’780
320,5

—.-.-—..-
Test series III 1 !?est series IV——— ———by —_________ .__.,—-—---—- -4 ————----—.--.-——. -.-.. ——--. -....—.. . . ... . . . .—

.1
t+dg&

T - ——
q dx

-—...___— _________ .__-.,
0.539 0.00017
0 ● 547 0,00038
0.569 0.00055
0.610 0.00096
0.546 0.00038
0.535 0.00022
00540 e .00017
0.534 0.00020,
0.530 0.00021
-——-.——-. _____ ____

‘] 1
I—.-__ .——___ ____________ _____ .---------- .-. .. . .. . . _ .- .-,._

9,16 0.550 0.09G33 37’10
3240 0.570 0.0G047 5510
4978 0.604 0.00(!88 ~~~o@

8410%- 0.599 9.00103 10120 r
1720 0 ● 570 0.00051 2318
2175 0,541 0.00026 ~i~~o
2?20 0.545 ~ 0.0C024 3960
4014 I 0.545 I 0.00025 4925
4535

L1______

0,542 ! 0.00026 6051

-..._L_..._______.-_...e-------

Translation by J. Vanier,
Nati’onal Advi~ory Committee
for Aeronautics.

●

✎✌ ✎
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